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With electricity consumption forecast to more than double by 2025, the 
energy demand in Indonesia is greater than ever. Failure to address these 
growth needs adequately has left this Southeast Asia’s largest economy  
with more frequent and longer power outages which prove costly to local 
industries.

To boost national power output and control carbon emissions in the 
expanding power sector, the Indonesian government has introduced a 
number of measures to diversify supplies and promote the development of 
alternative sources of energy.

The National Energy Policy, adopted by the House of Representatives in 
January 2014, foresees renewable sources will meet at least 23% of 
Indonesia’s energy needs in 2025 and 31% by 2050.

The effectively infinitive solar and wind energy is considered one of the 
most feasible solutions to Indonesia’s growing energy problem.

Indonesia’s Renewable 
Energy Needs

FUND

MISSION

VISION

Each project will contribute a percentage of its profit 
into the awareness fund

Giving back to community

Start on local level to to create community awareness 
by giving people knowledge and help to solve waste 
problems for a better life/nature environment
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Sunlight is by far the most impor-
tant source of renewable energy
available to us, outstripping the
potential of every other source 
combined. 

Solar radiation has been providing 
fuel for all surface phenomena and 
life on Earth for billions of years.  
 
Today, scientists and engineers 
seek to utilise it directly by con- 
verting it into useful electricity 
that can power homes and 
businesses.

With its advantageous geographic 
location on the Equator, Indonesia 
can enjoy abundance of sunlight, 
especially in eastern and southern 
regions, including East Java.

Solar power is particulaly well 
suited for electrifying isolated 
rural regions which are currently 
heavily relying on diesel.

In the rapidly developing urban 
areas, it can potentially help satisfy 
the energy demands which conti- 
nue to rise at the staggering rate of 
9% per year. 
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* Middle East and North Africa

Grina Nirmala Solar wants to be 
the first in Indonesia to build large 
scale solar farms using the highest 
technological standards and quality.

Grina Nirmala Solar will introduce 
green electrity to public and B2B  
and assist with the steps towards 
renewable energy of the “Green 
Sector Communities” in Indonesia’s 
development.

This business venture will also 
offer business opportunities, jobs, 
community development and 
positive environmental steps 
forward for the municipalities.

500
Megawatt

YEAR 2015/16

Timeline Grina Nirmala Solar



Grina Nirmala Solar Technology Partners

Financial Partners

PT Grina Nirmala is partnering with the world market leaders to form Grina 
Nirmala Solar to guarantee the highest professional level of Solar Energy
Technology.


